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The President presents the Dialogues series
Every season, an informal conversation takes
place in a relaxed atmosphere, on a topic of
interest with an important guest.

This fall the President welcomes

Daniel Lussier
Executive Director,
Catholic Health Corporation of Manitoba.

Thursday, November 9, 2017 | 5 p.m.
Université de Saint-Boniface

Free admission. Snacks and wine will be served!
@gcsepregi

DON’T MISS THE UPCOMING DIALOGUES!
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Lise Gaboury-Diallo
March 15, 2018

Herménégilde Chiasson*
*This edition will be held at the Franco-Manitoban
Cultural Centre (340 Provencher Blvd.)
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A WORD FROM THE PRESIDENT

Gabor Csepregi, President

The Fruit of Passion
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Have you heard of a Beegloo? 12

A university is the ideal environment for
developing intellectual faculties,
expanding knowledge and honing the art
of reflection. However, along with mental
stimulation, it also provides a space for
deepening an individual’s emotional
development. Within and outside its
walls, through the arts, through
encounters and through travel, the
individual can cultivate his or her feelings.
Some of our students are sedentary,
passionate about technology, connected
to their virtual social networks. They are
highly intelligent and knowledgeable, but
somewhat estranged from their inner
being. What ever happened to the fiery
emotions of youth? To counter
disillusionment, young people today need
enthusiastic role models. Whether they
are focused on medicine,
bees, autism or activism,
this issue of Sous la
coupole is loaded with
portraits of truly
passionate people.

A university is the ideal
environment for developing
intellectual faculties,
expanding knowledge and
honing the art of reflection.

Take a look inside these
pages to discover how
Dr. Keleigh James, an
immersion graduate, is
now managing several
training programs for
doctors in French; how Geneviève
Roy-Wsiaki intends to help treat autism;
why Céline Ménard chose to move from
France to settle in Winnipeg; what Maria
Chaput has accomplished over the course
of her life; and what motivates Fernand
Saurette to build small Beegloos.

These people are all bound together by
unending enthusiasm for the specialized
field that they hold dear, determination at
work, personal investment and
perseverance. The philosopher Hegel said,
“Nothing great in the world has ever been
accomplished without passion.” Guided by
their personal passion, the individuals in
this issue teach us that, to reach
fulfilment, we need to give ourselves
permission to follow our vocation, take
risks and confront the unknown.
This may mean, as in the case of Céline
Ménard or Maria Chaput, a change of
surroundings, or as in the case of
researchers Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki and
Fernand Saurette, the possibility that
a hypothesis will not be confirmed.
A quality that especially sets them apart
is their accessibility; they love sharing
their passion with others!
If passion implies a certain renunciation
and deprivation (passion from the Latin
passio, “suffering or disease”), it also
entails a notion of ease. In the face of an
ideal greater than oneself – the rights of
linguistic minorities, the importance of
biodiversity, the necessity of medical
services in French –, we allow ourselves
to be drawn to a topic that interests us,
almost in spite of ourselves, which is out
of our control. Passion has a playful side,
too. Being caught up in a passion can
almost be like a game, bringing with it
excitement, pleasure and exhilaration.
What more could a young person ask for?
President,

Gabor Csepregi
@GCsepregi
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10 Years of Social Work at USB!
The School of Social Work (SSW) of Université de Saint-Boniface is celebrating its 10th anniversary
this fall… A golden opportunity to take stock and prepare for the future!
Upon its creation in 2007, nine students
were enrolled in USB’s small School of
Social Work; a number that has since
tripled. Florette Giasson joined the team
in 2008, first as an instructor and
practicum coordinator, and then as
director in 2009. “The idea came from
the community. There was a real
shortage of Francophone social workers.
Government positions that were
designated bilingual were not being filled.
In 2000, we undertook research and an
exploration to correct the situation. For
Raymonde Gagné, the president at the
time, it became clear that USB needed to
develop a training program in French.”

THE SSW TODAY
The program has blossomed over
the years. Today, it consists of a
four-year Bachelor degree program:
one general year (U1) and three
additional years. During the last two
years of the program, students
complete almost 850 hours in
community practicums: 2 days per
week for 14 weeks x 2 semesters x
2 years. These practicums are
carried out in a variety of settings, for
example government departments
or Francophone organizations such as
Pluri-Elles, Actionmarguerite, Chez Rachel
or Accueil francophone. “And we have no
problem at all with a practicum taking place
in an English-speaking setting. On the
contrary, there should be an active
offer of services in French
everywhere.”
Many of the practicum settings
go on to become employers.
“Our graduates have a very easy
time finding jobs. There is high
demand. Our alumni can also
become practicum supervisors
after two years of work
experience. There’s a nice
continuity there.”
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A SCHOOL OF SOCIAL IDEAS
“Future leaders in the field of social
justice, our students are agents for the
transformation of ideas,” believes
Florette Giasson. “They have made
numerous marks on the evolution of USB.
For instance, the Alliance allosexuellehétérosexuelle was created in 2012 after
lively discussions in reaction to antihomophobia posters that were hung by
our students in front of the student
centre. Last year, one of our students
revived USB’s Metis Committee and
secured a Metis seat in the student
association. These days, our students are
strongly advocating for an on-site
daycare centre.”

Languages: Two Anniversaries in One!
In 2017, USB’s Continuing Education Division (CED) and Language Enrichment Service (LES)
celebrate their 40th and 25th anniversary respectively. A portrait of these two unique
language departments.
THE CED’S THREE MANDATES
Created in 1977 by Abbé Laval Cloutier,
the CED continues to fulfill its original
purpose: to promote the French language
beyond the boundaries of St. Boniface.
To this end, it offers French courses for
adults at all levels, as well as English and
Spanish courses. Aileen Clark, director of
the division since 2012, also wants to
reinforce that the CED is a language
school “plus more”. Its second mandate is
to offer personal and professional
development in French: workshops on
workplace relations, health services,
disabilities, etc. Lastly, an entire section
of the CED serves youth through three
main programs: Camplus sur campus, in
which youth can spend their summer
holidays in French; Étudiants d’un jour,
in which high-school students can
experience a full day of total immersion

at USB; and Tu parles, an educational and
activity-based camp for youth ages 7 to
12 years old.
Over the years, the CED has grown and
changed. Aileen Clark shared that
developing the “plus” was a challenge she
gave herself when she accepted the
position in 2012. “Targeted language
training – for example in the fields of law
and health – has become one of our
greatest strengths. And we use this
targeted approach more and more, in
terms of time and length, in the world of
professional development. We respond
to employers’ needs by proposing
short-term training, for example.
The chosen formats also include
asynchronous learning, distance learning,
videoconferences, on demand programs,
etc.” The CED is a school of the future
that is always adapting.

“Designing our own educational material,
the À Vous! collection, used in several
other provinces, is also a source of pride.
We have earned a reputation thanks to
our pedagogical approach, based on
real-life communication experiences,
sometimes in the community with
partner organizations, such as Festival
du Voyageur.”
Some 4,200 students
register for courses at
the CED each year.

Aileen Clark
Director

Photos: Gabrielle Touchette

THE LES: AN INTERNAL
LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT

BONJOUR
HOLA

HELLO

While the CED serves learners from
outside USB, the Language Enrichment
Service is an internal service, for students
first and foremost. It opened as a
tutoring centre in 1992, and continues
to fill this role now
more than ever.
Students can benefit
from two hours per
week of free
language tutoring in
French, English or
Spanish. They also
take part in language
labs connected to
their coursework.

“In the early 2000s, the arrival of an
international population gave rise to a new
challenge: our students did not speak
English. We had to adapt our practices.”
The computerization of the profile
linguistique, the French and English
language placement tests, is another
recent success at the LES. “In the past,
placement tests and corrections were
done by hand, which delayed starting the
appropriate classes. Today, the Frenchlanguage profile is completed online as
soon as a student receives admission.
We can quickly direct them to the right
classes and, if necessary, set up
personalized development plans.”
In January 2018, the English-language
profile will also be available online.
The LES is also a precious resource for
USB personnel requiring translation or
revision services.
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A Great Winnipeg Love Story
Originally from France, Céline Ménard made some ten trips back and forth before she was
able to settle in Winnipeg for good! An up-close look at an incredible love story that began
nearly twenty years ago…
A recent graduate from Université de Saint-Boniface (USB) in
Education, Céline Ménard is already teaching full time at Sturgeon
Heights Collegiate. She is finally living the dream that she has had
since her late teen years – to make Manitoba her home.

LOVE AT FIRST SIGHT

Born in Mans, in western France, Céline Ménard signed up for
the International Rotary Program at the age of 17. Through this
program, she completed her Grade 12 here, in English, at
Glenlawn Collegiate. She became bilingual and forged a close
bond with her newfound friends. “The two families who hosted
me, the Finnens and the LeBlancs, are still like family to me
today!” she explained. “The LeBlancs are of Francophone
ancestry and my fours ‘sisters’ were in immersion; but we were
living in an English neighbourhood and we spoke mostly English
in our daily life.”
Back in France, in 2000, while pursuing university studies in
languages, literature and civilization, the young student saved up
so that she could return to Winnipeg as often as possible.
Between 2002 and 2015, she visited her “families” nine times.
“I never let two years go by without coming back. I always found
ways to visit this city which had been so good to me.”

In 2006, she spent the first six months of the 2nd year of her
French Master degree (“maitrise”) in Michigan, at Grand Valley
State University. “I was writing my thesis on Louis Riel … and I
wanted to spend my holidays in Manitoba! I’m a winter girl and
I love the whole Christmas season.”

USB: ON THE RIGHT PATH…
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In 2014, after eight years in Germany, where
she taught French and English, Céline Ménard
wanted to settle permanently in Winnipeg.
“I had been trying to find a way in since 2000
but, this time, I made up my mind. Some
friends suggested that I enroll at Université de
Saint-Boniface. I think I made the phone call a
half hour later!” In April 2015, she finally
received the answer she had been waiting for.
“I waited to read the letter with my Winnipeg
sister and we shouted for joy together. I had
been accepted!” In the fall, she began a
two-year Bachelor of Education, in the
high-school stream.

“I am so grateful to USB for opening doors for me and offering
me a new, unique university experience. I got to know some
exceptional professors who took the time to help me. I’m the
kind of person who asks a lot of questions; and they always
answered patiently.”

ANOTHER ROUND OF DISCOVERIES
It was also thanks to USB that Céline Ménard really discovered
Manitoba’s thriving Francophonie, which came as quite a
surprise to her. “I had studied Louis Riel, so I understood the
linguistic battles of the 19th century, but my knowledge of
Winnipeg was linked to my families, who are mostly
Anglophones, even though the LeBlancs have a French name.
While living across the street from USB during my studies,
I’d walk around St. Boniface and I got to know a very vibrant
community!” The young woman also took part in student life;
she joined the Liaison choir, attended the improv league’s
matches and taught language courses at the Continuing
Education Division. In each year of her two-year program,
she finished at the top of her class, won the USB award of
excellence and received an award from the French government.
She completed her two internships at Garden City Collegiate,
where she was impressed by the compassion a teacher showed
in class. She graduated in April 2017 and was immediately hired
by Sturgeon Heights Collegiate. So, what’s next? “I have a
three-year visa. But in April 2018, after six months of permanent
work, I plan to apply for permanent residency. I am finally at
home; I’m staying here!”

T

RESEARCH

Autism: A Grant for
Resources in French
The Winnipeg Foundation has awarded a grant of $50,000
to the researcher and professor of psychology at
Université de Saint-Boniface Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki for the
French adaptation of a multimedia tool designed to help
Manitobans with autism and their loved ones.
STRENGTHENING DESIRABLE
BEHAVIOURS

A native of Saint-Boniface,
Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki became interested
in autism at the end of her Bachelor
degree at the University of Manitoba.
Her Master’s thesis and PhD thesis also
focused on autism. Her specific area of
interest is “treatment based on applied
behaviour analysis” or ABA. “These are
techniques, supported by scientific
principles, that reinforce desirable
behaviours and reduce undesirable
behaviours. The program is adjusted
based on each individual’s needs.”

AN IRISH IDEA
An experienced tutor and then a
counsellor from 2008 to 2014 in an
educational program at the St. Amant
Centre for young Manitobans living with
autism, Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki joined
Université de Saint-Boniface in 2014-2015.
In October 2016, Maurice Feldman, from
Brock University (Ontario), approached
her about doing a French adaptation of a
program created by a colleague, Michael
Keenan, based in Ulster University, in
Ireland. Simple Steps, a multimedia tool
administered by the Irish organization
Parents’ Education as Autism Therapists,
is an online program designed for parents,
but also for students and health
professionals, which is comprised of
simple ABA techniques. It consists of a
variety of resources: demonstrations,
material to print, etc. Already translated
into 10 languages, it is in high demand in
Asia and Europe.

“Keenan was looking for someone who
could develop a French version,” explained
the professor. “To my knowledge, there
are only three Francophone researchers
studying ABA in Canada. Manitoba is also
the only province that offers a complete
PhD in ABA (in English). Our province is
way ahead in this field. That’s why they
thought of me.”

THE PROJECT AT A GLANCE
In January 2017,
Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki
applied for funding from
the Winnipeg Foundation.
Her application was
supported by the Société
de la francophonie manitobaine (SFM),
St. Amant and the mother of an autistic child.

Photo: Dan Harper

BY AND FOR THE LOCAL
COMMUNITY
In theory, anyone in the world with access
to a computer will be able to use the new
program but it is primarily designed by
and for Francophones in Manitoba.
“This was a very important element for
the awarding of the grant. How would our
project satisfy a need in our community?
After seeing firsthand the flagrant lack of
resources in French during my years with
the autism program at St. Amant, I was
well prepared to answer this question.
I was often asked a second question:
Why should this project be developed in
Manitoba rather than in Québec or France
where there is a larger Francophone
population? My response was clear:
On the contrary, why not support a major

The first phase of the presented project is to translate the
tools and recreate the Simple Steps website in French.
The first phase of the proposed project is
to translate the tools and recreate the
Simple Steps website in French. Next, a pilot
project will be launched in the form of a
free trial for the community. The SFM and
St. Amant will help recruit participants:
parents, professionals, university students,
etc. It will run for one calendar year,
beginning in September 2017.

innovative project here that would take
into account our community’s particular
characteristics?”
Thanks to her convincing arguments,
Geneviève Roy-Wsiaki received a grant from
the Winnipeg Foundation representing
approximately three times what is normally
given. USB is contributing another $5,000
toward the completion of this project.

FALL 2017
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Unveiling of
artwork by artist
Madeleine Vrignon

Équinoxe:
A Party to Celebrate Canada’s 150th
Université de Saint-Boniface hosted Équinoxe, a party to celebrate Canada’s 150th anniversary
in conjunction with the start of the 2017 session. Mother Nature’s whims moved the festivities
– which were supposed to be held in the street in front of USB – to the cozy Étienne-Gaboury
Student Centre, where a talented lineup of artists gave spectacular performances to the more
than 300 people in attendance!

TH E A R TI S

Photos: Dan Harper

T S!

Karim Ouellet

Faouzia

Mamadou
Jill Barber
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Free corn roast
and hotdogs

Jérémie Brémault &
the Delicious Hounds

Edouard Lamontagne
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A New High-Tech Laboratory

Photos: Gabrielle Touchette

T
SCIENCES

The students and faculty of USB now have
access to a new high-level containment
microbiology laboratory.
Twenty-five years ago it was a simple
classroom. The site was then converted
into a basic laboratory. Today, what was
formerly Room 3232 is now a state-ofthe-art microbiology lab that is fully
operational for research and various
advanced courses.
“We not only modified the existing
laboratory; it has been completely
redone,” explained Sylvie Rondeau,
Vice-President of the Faculty of Science.
“Its ‘2+’ containment level (NC2+) is
probably the highest you
can find in a postsecondary
institution offering
undergraduate science
programs.”
Configured for both
teaching and research,
the NC2+ laboratory offers
several enhanced features.
For example:

• Optimized control of air exchange
• Specialized fume hoods and filters
• Air lock (An external automatic door
closes hermetically before an internal
automatic door opens.)
• Sealer paint
• Water filtration system
Multiple users have access to the space.
It will be used firstly for teaching
activities such as the evolutionary
biology course given by Professor
Danielle de Moissac, which includes the
study of antibiotic resistant bacteria.
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In addition, the
laboratory is used
by various
microbiology
research
professors, notably
Mathias Oulé,
whose projects have contributed to the
fight against spore-forming bacteria.
“This new work space presents
two major advantages,” he said.
“First, we can work with a greater variety
of microorganisms, which increases
our microbiology research capability.
Second, we benefit from state-of-the-art
equipment, which facilitates our research
projects and ensures that everything is
done according to industry standards.
The use of magnetic cards, precautions
when entering and exiting the lab,
biosafety cabinets, lighting, first aid, etc.
Everything is well designed and adheres
to the standards of an NC2+ laboratory.”
Finally, the laboratory is also available to
some 3rd- and 4th-year students in the
Bachelor of Science program. Maryam
Bezzahou, a 4th-year student and
assistant to Mr. Oulé, used the lab as part
of a microbiology research project about
hygiene on campus. “It was a great
experience! The lab is modern and well
organized, with its refrigerator and
storage. There is more space and more
equipment. Also, the professors are
always on hand to explain how things
work and to help us.”

The construction of the new lab was the
product of major investments from the
provincial government and USB, totalling
nearly one million dollars. It was carried
out by the Marrbek construction company,
under the watchful eye of the Director of
Facilities and Security, Robert Simard.
“The Province’s support proved to be
essential for the successful completion of
our project,” affirmed Mr. Simard. The role
of the council and the flexibility of the
faculty during this major construction
project should also be recognized.
For Peter Dorrington, Vice-President
(Academic and Research), the opening of this
lab in the province’s Francophone university
is another sign that science education in
French is taking off in Manitoba.
“Thanks to skilled, dedicated faculty
members and state-of-the-art
infrastructure, more and more young
people are choosing to study experimental
sciences at USB in French. The NC2+ lab
has enhanced our science programs and
made them more attractive. We can offer
our researchers high-quality facilities,
promote partnerships with other biology
and medical research institutions in
Winnipeg and it allows us to continue
training our students in real labs.”

PROFILE

It All Started With Immersion…
Dr. Keleigh James is a family doctor at the Centre de santé Saint-Boniface. Studying at an
immersion school and then at Université de Saint-Boniface (USB) shaped the course of her life.
Born in Winnipeg, as a child Keleigh James moved around a lot,
in Canada and the United States, between the ages of 3 and 15.
But, starting in kindergarten, whether it was in Edmonton,
Ottawa or Winnipeg, she was enrolled in an immersion school.
“My parents didn’t speak a word of French, but it was my
mother’s idea. She was inspired by Trudeau’s vision of
pan-Canadian bilingualism at the time. She felt we had to seize
the opportunity to become bilingual.” Today, Keleigh James
supports the same choice for her stepdaughter who attends an
immersion school in St. Norbert.

USB: A defining moment
After high school – in immersion at Vincent Massey Collegiate –,
Keleigh James, who dreamed of becoming a doctor, chose to
complete her Bachelor of Science at Université de Saint-Boniface.
“The logical choice would have been the University of Manitoba,
where I could continue on in medicine.” But USB offered several
advantages, such as the human scale of the institution. “I often
heard young people who were studying in English complain
about a lack of support. In my case, I had exceptional guidance.
All of my professors knew me! I should also mention, quite
simply, that they offered a very competitive scholarship
program. And, of course, I continued to learn French. Actually,
it is thanks to USB that I became bilingual, perfectly at ease
communicating with my Francophone patients today.”

But that’s not all. Keleigh James also oversees the Bilingual Stream
of the postgraduate medicine program at the University of
Manitoba. In this stream, students study French starting in their
first year. “In my day, we started in third year.” Learning comes in
the form of lectures, conversations with simulated Francophone
patients, etc. In addition, ten modules of Medical French,
developed by doctors and a practical nurse, in collaboration with
USB’s Continuing Education Division, are offered over two years.
These oral communication courses are taught by a doctor.
Keleigh James is also the contact person for students from the
Francophone program at the University of Ottawa when it
comes time for them to find practicum sites and residencies.
Through this program, eight spots are reserved for Francophone
Canadians and, on average, two Manitobans are chosen per year.
“In the past, Manitobans who moved to Ottawa to study
medicine lost contact with their home base,” explained
Dr. James. “It became hard for them to find a practicum,
a residency or a job here. But today we make sure that they
can come back to work in their community.”

University activities in French

Photo: Gabrielle Touchette

At the University of Manitoba, where Keleigh began her studies
in medicine, the courses and exams were in English. “It was a
new challenge because I had done all my university studies up to
that point in French.” After studying in English, going back to
French in the workplace introduced another challenge when
Keleigh chose, in 2004, to do her 3rd-year practicum in
Ste. Anne. She also did her residency in family medicine in
French: the first year at the Centre de santé and St. Boniface
Hospital; and the second year, back in Ste. Anne and then in
Notre Dame de Lourdes.
After working in Ste. Anne for 5 years, Dr. James moved to the
city in 2013. A family doctor at the Centre de santé, she has
maintained her interest in French. “At least half my patients are
Francophone and the others live in St. Boniface.” All of her
university activities are connected to developing an active
offer of health services in French. “Today, I run the bilingual
residency program that I myself participated in at the
University of Manitoba!”
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Here, With My Community
Since its earliest days, Université de Saint-Boniface has always maintained special connections
with the local Francophone community. In 2016-2017, these connections were front and centre
once again, in highlighting the community involvement of Maria Chaput and André Fauchon,
in creating the Dialogues series with the President and in supporting the organization of a
50-year alumni reunion.
There were 191 diplomas awarded at the 138th graduation
ceremony of Université de Saint-Boniface (USB), which took
place at the St. Boniface Cathedral on Monday, June 12, 2017.

MARIA CHAPUT, A NATURAL ACTIVIST
On this occasion, an honorary degree in law was awarded to
Franco-Manitoban Maria Chaput, a retired senator well known for
her dedication, her exactitude, her diplomacy, her generosity and
her endearing personality. “I am particularly moved by this honour
in law. It’s true that I have always fought for equal rights for
linguistic minorities. It’s second nature to me! My daughters tell
me that I am a natural born activist.”
In her role as a parent, she worked toward self-governance for
Francophone schools in the 1980s (which would lead to the
creation of the Division scolaire franco-manitobaine in 1993).
As director of the Franco-Manitoban Cultural Centre, her
accomplishments included opposing a rent hike for resident
groups. Starting in 1991, as assistant director of the Société de la
francophonie manitobaine (SFM), she became involved in the
issue of French services provided by the federal government.
Maria Chaput has always defended the rights of her community.
In 2002, she became the first female senator from western
Canada. During her 13 years in the Canadian Senate, in addition to
participating in 18 committees – ranging from public finance to
Aboriginal rights to foreign affairs –, she fought relentlessly for a
more inclusive definition of “Francophone” in Part VII of the
Official Languages Act.
Over the years, Maria Chaput has notably received the Riel award
from the SFM and the Jubilee Medal from the Queen; as well, she is
a member of the Ordre des francophones d’Amérique. The French
government also named her a Knight of the Legion of Honour.

Photo: Réal Durand

ANDRÉ FAUCHON, PROFESSOR EMERITUS
Professor André Fauchon, for his part, received the title of
Professor Emeritus. He holds of a PhD from Université Paris I,
and taught all of the geography courses at USB for 40 years.
A member and then president of the board of directors of the
Centre d’études franco-canadiennes de l’Ouest, as well as
editor-in-chief of some 45 issues of Cahiers franco-canadiens de
l’Ouest, he also supervised the publication of some twenty works
published by the Presses universitaires de Saint-Boniface.
“Deeply involved in his university and his community,
Professor Fauchon has made an exceptional contribution to
the production and distribution of knowledge about Western
Canadian Francophonie,” stated Peter Dorrington, Vice-President
(Academic and Research) of USB. André Fauchon received a
Riel Award from the SFM in 1995 and was named a Knight of
the Order of the French Academic Palms in 2006.

USB’s Professors Emeriti
Hermann Duchesne (2014)
Léonard Rivard (2011)
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Rosmarin Heidenreich (2010)
Raymond Hébert (2010)

COLLATION DES GRADES

Lise Gaboury-Diallo, Member
of the Order of Canada
A professor at Université de Saint-Boniface for more than
30 years, in June 2017, Lise Gaboury-Diallo became a member
of the Order of Canada, the most prestigious civilian honour for
merit in the country. “I was very surprised when I got the call and
heard the good news. I feel very honoured by this recognition
and I sincerely thank everyone who took the time to submit
my nomination.”

Our Reunion
BY ÉMILIENNE BOHÉMIER

On June 14 and 15, 2017, we – the class of 1967 of the former
Collège universitaire de Saint-Boniface – gathered in
St. Boniface to celebrate the 50th anniversary of our graduation.
Inspired by The Little Prince, our motto in the day (“apprivoiser”)
represented the spirit of friendship; this spirit was felt
throughout our wonderful reunion.
Photo: courtesy of La Liberté communication

This new distinction acknowledges the important achievements
of the tireless professor, researcher and volunteer who is
devoted to promoting the French language, western Canadian
French-language literature and Canada’s minority Francophone
communities. In 2013, Lise Gaboury-Diallo received the Jubilee
Medal from Queen Elizabeth II and then, in 2016, was named a
Knight of the Order of the French Academic Palms in 2016
(photo below).
As a literary critic, Ms. Gaboury-Diallo has published several
articles in different academic journals and, as an author, she has
penned more than ten titles (poetry, short stories and theatre).
In 2004, she received the Prix de la poésie Radio-Canada for her
work Homestead, poèmes du cœur de l’Ouest. Her poetry
collection L’endroit et l’envers was awarded the Prix littéraire
Rue-Deschambault in 2009 and, in 2011, her collection of short
stories Lointaines received the same award.
Established in 1967, the Order of Canada recognizes
outstanding achievement, remarkable
dedication to the community and
extraordinary service to the
nation. Nearly 7,000
individuals from all
sectors have been
invested into the Order
since its creation.

On the morning of June 14,
a few of us attended mass at the Cathedral.
After, we gathered in front of the USB entrance and walked
to the Forks to have breakfast together.
In the evening, the official reunion was held at 500 Taché Street.
The mood was festive! After friendly greetings, we shared the
sorrows and joys of our lives. President Gabor Csepregi joined us
and gave a warm welcome.
In the morning, on June 15, the brave among us played some
pickleball! At 4:30 p.m., along with our spouses, we met at
Canad Inns in Windsor Park to have supper together and to
listen to some old-time tunes, sung by Ronald Lamoureux.
We thought of those who have already departed: Lucille Routhier,
Lucienne Dacquay, Patricia Dubé, Jean Chaput, Gédéon Denis
and Roger Legal.
Thank you to the organizers of this marvelous reunion:
Arthur Chaput, Louis Druwé and Paul Ruest. A special mention
to Roger Legal, forever faithful in his role as class president;
he had begun preparations for the reunion but unfortunately
passed away before it took place. Thank you to Jacqueline
Comeault, our pianist, who accompanied us as we hummed
those tunes we used to sing together in the good old days.
This is just a “see you later,” my friends, because, in five years,
we will meet again.

FALL 2017
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Beekeeping: A Promising Invention
After participating in a workshop at the University of Manitoba about “solitary” bees
(also called “indigenous” or “wild”), Fernand Saurette, a biology professor-researcher at
Université de Saint-Boniface (USB) and beekeeper for 30 years, invented the Beegloo,
a small ceramic shelter for the insect.
There is a lot of talk about honey bees but very little about solitary
bees. However, there are thousands of species of the latter, with
200 in Canada alone. These bees, which are perfectly adapted to
our country, are extremely efficient when it comes to pollination
productivity. Small, very furry and
almost completely lacking in venom
(they rarely use their tiny sting),
they do such a good job of fertilizing
flowers that gardeners can get
noticeably juicier and larger
tomatoes and fruit. “My dream is for
everyone to have a little Beegloo so
they can attract wild bees to their
garden,” says Fernand Saurette,
biology professor-researcher at USB.

HOW THE BEEGLOO WORKS
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In order to reproduce, solitary bees
seek out hollow spaces, for
example the branches of dead
raspberry bushes. “Sometimes
there just aren’t these types of
places in our gardens. So, we can
use the Beegloo to attract a female
adult.” The instructions are fool
proof. A straw is inserted into the

Beegloo; the female lays her eggs and surrounds them with bits
of leaves. These “capsules” contain an egg and the food it needs
until spring. “Then they are pulled out of the straw and placed
into the Beegloo. It’s just like putting coins in a piggy bank,”
explains Professor Saurette. “About one hundred capsules are
produced during the summer. When there is enough snow,
the Beegloo can be placed underneath and it stays the right
temperature all winter. The snow acts as a perfect insulator and
protection from predators. The following June, the babies come
out of the nesting box and live around their birthplace. Yes, it
does take a bit of work and you have to be patient. The process
takes 12 months. Think of it as hosting a little family that you can
get to know and watch fondly.”

SPARKING CONVERSATION
The Beegloo is, above all, an opportunity to spark conversation.
“When I talk about the Beegloo,” continued our professorbeekeeper, “my goal is always achieved. I raise awareness about
the fact that insects have a role to play in our environment,
and that biodiversity – bees, birds, butterflies, mosquitoes –
is important. Bees alone pollinate 95% of our plants, fruit
and vegetables!”
Fernand Saurette presented his project at conferences in
Sherbrook and Montreal in June 2017.

Join the Association!
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In March 2017, as part of the 4th
Robert-Painchaud Conference, the Alumni
Association presented a performance by
singer-songwriter Zachary Richard. USB
alumni who subscribe to the e-newsletter
were able to purchase presale tickets.
An especially attractive advantage
considering that the show was sold out
several days before the performance!

announcement! Confirm
your email address and
contact information with
Maxine Robert. And, of course,
there will be many activities
planned in 2018 as we celebrate
200 years of French education in
Manitoba. So, what are you waiting for?
Join USB’s Alumni Association!

The Alumni Association is planning another
big show in April 2018. Want to know
more? Make sure you don’t miss the

Maxine Robert, Alumni Association
Representative, 204-237-1818, ext. 285
mrobert@ustboniface.ca

A New Shipping and
Receiving Centre

Alumni
Remembered
Image : Prairie Architects Inc.

Université de Saint-Boniface
(USB) received major government
funding totalling nearly
$1.5 million to build a brand
new specialized shipping and
receiving centre.
This enhancement project will
provide the necessary
infrastructure to improve USB’s
ability to safely receive and process
chemical products and pathogenic agents
for its science laboratories. The shipping
and receiving services centre will include a
room for storing bottles of compressed
gas, a repository for biological and
chemical waste, a trial greenhouse and a
loading dock.
The federal government injected
$698,000 into the project, while the
provincial government and USB invested
$759,000 and $136,000 respectively.

A number of USB alumni have passed
on from January to September 2017.
During their studies at USB, and for
the rest of their lives, they actively
contributed to the vitality of Manitoba’s
Francophonie. We are grateful to them,
and we offer our deepest condolences to
their families and friends.

2017
“This centre will boost USB’s reputation
within the scientific community,” said
Robert Simard, Director of Facilities and
Security. “It will help our scientific
research programs to grow and
encourage research partnerships.”

Pierre Croteau

Simone Lafrenière

Edmond Turenne O.M.I.

Robert Bockstael

Michel Lambert

Roland Maître

Jeannine Paillé

Germaine Lussier

Jeannine Fillion

Marc Boulet

Prairie Architects Inc., a firm of
architectural experts and consultants,
has been selected for the construction of
the centre. The target completion date is
January 2018.

Eugène Kirouac

Thérèse Cameron

Armand Dureault

Anna Labelle

Ronald Hince
The above list may be incomplete.
To notify us of a death, please contact us
at 1818@ustboniface.ca.

Looking Ahead to Our 200th Anniversary
BY CAROLE PELCHAT, ARCHIVIST

Recognized for teaching mathematics and
natural science, which he did faithfully until
1919, Father Joseph Blain was a busy man.
He set up a remarkable physics and
chemistry laboratory. He was also very
active in the community and notably
became one of the founding members of
the Société historique de Saint-Boniface.
In 1908, he played an important role in the
discovery of Fort Saint-Charles, on Lake of
the Woods. The fort, constructed in 1732
by Pierre Gaultier de Varennes et de
La Vérendrye, was located at what is now

the border between Manitoba and
Minnesota in the United States. He is also
credited with photographing and carefully
documenting the objects found there.
These objects were kept in the museum
that was housed in the Collège.

Photo: USB

Joseph Blain was born on October 29, 1859
in Saint-Rémi-de-Napierville, Québec.
He entered the Jesuit order in 1878 and was
among the first contingent of Jesuits to
arrive at Collège de Saint-Boniface in 1885.
He left in 1890 to finish his studies but
returned to Saint-Boniface two years later.

archives

An influential figure

With a passion for astronomy,
Father Blain became a member of the Royal
Astronomical Society of Canada, where he
read many papers on his astronomical
research. In 1909, he installed Western
Canada’s first seismograph in the Collège.
He was director of the Collège’s
seismographic observatory for ten years.
In May 1922, the University of Manitoba
granted him the title of Doctor of Law.
He passed away in Sault-au-Récollet,
Québec on September 18, 1925.

FALL 2017
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It’s your magazine!
The magazine Sous la coupole is ﬁrst and foremost
for you! We would love to hear your ideas! Tell us
about the notable accomplishments or activities of
an alumnus, about your own achievements, or
about an interesting piece of news!
Your participation is the reason why Sous la coupole
remains pertinent and inspiring to its readers!
Contact Dominique Philibert at 204-237-1818, ext. 510,
or by email at communications@ustboniface.ca to
submit your suggestions.

Sous la COUPOLE
Publication Team
Louis St-Cyr, Director, Development and Communications Ofﬁce
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